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Culture & 
  Economy

B y  B r o o k e  H a d l e y

Scott Droege’S love for ASiAn countrieS iS AppArent. 

MeMentoS of pASt tripS to ASiAn countrieS Are DiSplAyeD 

prouDly in hiS office. During A recent interview, he eAgerly 

pointeD to one of hiS MoSt prizeD treASureS — three SMAll 

hAnDMADe beige threAD brAceletS thAt hAng on the wAll. 

“theSe were given to Me by A buDDhiSt Monk During A 

religiouS cereMony.”   he pointeD to SeverAl other iteMS in 

hiS office, Such AS A SMAll DecorAtive plAte thAt feAtureD A picture of A 

pAnDA on the front AnD A SMAll jAr of Mentho-eucAlyptuS SAlve. 

Dr. Droege, associate professor of management at Western Kentucky 
University, did not discover his passion for Asia until a visit to a bookstore while 
working on his Ph.D. at the University of Kentucky nearly eight years ago. “I was 
browsing and came across a book written by a Canadian journalist who had 
lived in China from about 1985 to 1995. She wrote about her experiences as a 
journalist living in China during that decade of change. It was something that I 
never knew about, something I never studied in high school or college, although 
I was in school during the time the changes were going on. These were massive 
events that changed the cultural and political landscape of China. One thing led 
to another and I started getting interested in Chinese history and the changes 
of economic institutions and I started to think what a cool research topic this 
would make for a dissertation.”

Dr. Scott Droege
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To complete his dissertation, a qualitative study of 
institutional change and the impact of learning from 
previous failures on the Chinese economy, Droege made 
extended visits to China three times to interview local 
entrepreneurs who owned companies which employed 
between five and five-hundred people. “I lived in a small 
village of approximately two-hundred people. There were 
none of the modern conveniences that we Americans are 
accustomed to, such as indoor plumbing or paved roads. 
For example, just to go to the restroom, I had to get up, 
get dressed, and walk approximately five-hundred feet.”

“While in China, I focused on looking at institutional 
change in China and at how that change affected 
entrepreneurs. How did they learn from past failures?  
Part of the learning from failure in China was stimulated 
at the highest political and institutional level in China. 
You have to go back in history a bit. In 1978, Dung Xao 
Ping became chairman of the Chinese Communist Party. 
Ping had a saying that it doesn’t matter if a cat is black 
or white — if it catches mice, it’s a good cat. In other 
words, it doesn’t matter if we use Mao Tse Dong’s ideas 
or western thought; whatever works and maintains 

social stability while improving the economy is good. 
Ping recognized he did not know what worked, but he 
was willing to try different things. He allowed people to 
break the law when they started certain companies. For 
example, in the 1980s, private companies could not have 
more than fifty employees, but many companies did and 
were successful. Ping did not prosecute these companies 
even though they were against the law. Instead, Ping set 
out to change the law. I think that’s something we in the 
U.S. can learn. We need to look at what works rather 
than focus on our idea of how an economy should work; 
it’s a conflict between ideology and what really works.”

What began as a focus on institutional change in the 
Chinese economy evolved into a focus on emerging Asian 
economies. “I just kept going back and got connections 
there, which led to somewhere else in Asia, so I just 
began to focus on Asia in default. The connections in 
China led to a connection in Thailand, which led to 
another connection; it was all connections.” His interest 
turned into a quest for research that has taken him 
to many Asian countries, including China, Thailand, 
Myanmar (Burma), Vietnam, and the Philippines.  

Whatever works and maintains social stability
while improving the economy is good.
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Dr. Droege’s research has helped students at WKU 
dispel the misconceptions held by many Americans 
about the economic systems of such countries as China. 
“Students come with “sound bites” of information; a 
shallow look at a much deeper issue. Listening only 
to these sound bites and not realizing the depth of 
the issues makes it seem as though solutions to the 
problems, such as poverty and poor working conditions, 
faced by many of the emerging economies are easy 
and can be fixed by a simple solution. Part of what I 
do is educate my students about the complexities of 
economies and the impact institutional changes have on 
not only that country, but other countries in the global 
marketplace.” 

One of the misconceptions Dr. Droege seeks to dispel 
relates to China’s economic model. Most people assume 
that because China is a communist state, there are very 
few, if any, privately owned businesses. Dr. Droege 
points out, “There’s not really that much difference 
between China and the U.S. as far as businesses go. The 
Chinese people are free to open private businesses. Not 
everything is owned by the government. Just like in the 
U.S. where some businesses, such as the post office or 
public education, are run by the government, China has 
some government run businesses, but by in large, China 
has a capitalist economy.” 

Another misconception Dr. Droege addresses with his 
students is that of over-simplified solutions to economic 
and social problems. Several years ago, Americans 
became aware of the sweat shops that manufactured 
goods sold in the U.S. The solution for many Americans 
was to boycott all goods made in sweat shops. This 
simple solution might sound like a valid response to a 
pressing social issue, but really does nothing to address 
the problem of poor working conditions. 

Dr. Droege explains, “I’ve been to several of these 
sweat shops in China, Thailand, and the Philippines. 
For example, one shop made sausage casings. There 
were young girls from age fourteen to eighteen working 
eight to ten hour shifts making about $1.25 per day. If 

you know what sausage casings are made of, you can 
imagine how the shop smelled. Even though the wages 
are low, and the conditions far below what we in the U.S. 
would consider good, this job was the best option for 
most of these girls. Their only other alternative, in many 
cases, was prostitution. So, by purchasing goods from 
these sweat shops, we’re actually helping many young 
girls avoid a much worse fate. While these conditions 
are deplorable and should be changed, boycotting the 
goods does nothing to improve the conditions. Rather 
than simply avoiding purchasing goods made in sweat 
shops altogether, we should focus on giving assistance to 
emerging economies so that they may improve working 
conditions and the people’s quality of life. “

The extensive research has led Dr. Droege to the 
conclusion that the best solution for improving the 
quality of life and economic conditions in emerging 
economies, such as those in Asia, would be investing in 
these economies and offering education to the people. 
“Introducing large multi-national corporations to an area 
in the Philippines, for example, would have tremendous 
impact. These companies would pay better wages to the 
people, who would in turn be able to spend this money in 
the local market places. The company would most likely 
train the work force, thus increasing the education and 
skill level of the people. The Philippine government would 
benefit from the taxes the company would pay and the 
company benefits from lower costs (especially labor) and 
higher profits.” 

“Even in our current economic recession, Americans 
could make a tremendous impact on emerging economies 
by investing in businesses, purchasing goods from these 
areas, or even providing assistance and education. We 
need to recognize, however, that imposing our ideologies 
on these countries and insisting upon dramatic, fast 
changes, will not work. This change for improving the 
quality of life and economic conditions must be gradual,” 
Dr. Droege warned. “We have seen throughout history in 
not only Asia, but Eastern Europe and other areas as well, 
that dramatic fast change does not work.”  n

...the quality of life and economic conditions in emerging economies,...would 
be investing in these economies and offering education to the people.


